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Marketing Communication Planning

Marketing Plan :

 a set of objectives, strategies, and  tactics 
orchestrating all of the organization’s marketing 
activities designed to help company achieve its 
financial objectives

(Tom Duncan, IMC, Using Advertising and 
Promotions to Build Brands, 2002:198).
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 strategic marketing plan to guide the allocation of 

its resources. 

 A strategic marketing plan usually evolves from an 

organization’s overall corporate strategy and serves as a guide 

for specific marketing programs and policies

(belch and belch 2010:40) 

 Marketing Planning related to Marcom Function  a set of 

various brand messages designed with a common theme to 

meet marketing communication objective
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Basic element of Marcomm Plan

Three critical tasks in planning : 

 (1) setting Objectives (tujuan),

 (2) deciding Strategies (strategi),

 (3) Tactics (taktikal).

Objectives – strategies – and tactics 

 “Objectives are what you want to accomplish

 , strategies are ideas for accomplishing objectives 

 and tactics are the specific actions that must be taken in order to 
execute a strategy”

 (Tom Duncan, IMC, Using Advertising &Promotion to Build 
Brands, 2002:199). 
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Marcomm Planning Models

 SOSTT+4Ms  by PR Smith (1994:35)

 Zero Based Planning for IMC by  Tom Duncan (2000:202)

 IMC Planning Models by  George E. Belch and Michael A. 
Belch (2004)

 Marcomm Program by terence Shimp (2010:21)

SOSTT +4 MS 

by PR Smith
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Situation analysis 
(internal factor and 

external factor)

Targeting 

(based on STP)
Objective 

StrategyTacticsMen

Money Minutes
Measurement 
(evaluation) 

SITUATION

 Internal Factor analysis (strength) and  (weakness) of your 
companies 

example : Company –sales and market share trends, ;  Product or service 
range –features,  benefits and/orUSPs (unique selling preposition), 
product positioning

 External Factor Analysis  based on opportunities and threats,  

 Main point -- Market, Structure and growth,  target market and 
competition

 Use SWOT analysis (strength , weakness, opportunity and threats) 
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Marcomm Program 

by terence shimp
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IMC Planning Models

by Belch and Belch
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1. Marketing strategy and analysis

 a detailed assessment of the current marketing 

conditions facing the company, its product lines, or its 

individual brands. 

 From this situation analysis, a firm develops an understanding 

of the market and the various opportunities it offers, the

competition, and the market segments or target markets the 

company wishes to pursue.

a. OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS

 Market opportunities are areas where there are 
favorable demand trends, where the company believes customer 
needs and opportunities are not being satisfied, and where it can 
compete effectively

 For example, the number of people who exercise has increased 
tremendously in recent years, and the market for athletic footwear 
has reached over $13.5 billion

 Changes in lifestyles have seen changes in the market for its 
products.
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b. COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

 analyze the competition to be faced in the marketplace.

 This may range from direct brand competition (which can also include 
its own brands) to more indirect forms of competition, such as product 
substitutes. 

 example : when Lay’s introduced Baked Lay’s low-fat chips, the product 
ended up taking away sales from the regular Lay’s potato chip brand. At 
the same time, new consumers were gained from competing brands of 
potato chips.

 In addition to having direct potato chip competitors, Lay’s faces 
competition from other types of snack foods, such as pretzels and 
crackers

 Use IFA (internal factor analysis) and EFA (external factor 

analysis)   SWOT analysis 
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2. TARGET MARKETING PROCESS

 After evaluating the opportunities presented by various 

market segments, including a detailed competitive analysis, 

the company may select one, or more, as a target market.

3. Developing the marketing planning 

program

Marketing 
Planning based on 

4p etc 

Product

Price

Place

Promotion
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4, Detail of promotional decision

Push or Pull Strategy ? 

 Push strategy : Programs designed to persuade the trade to 

stock, merchandise, and promote a manufacturer’s products 

The goal of this strategy is to push the product through 

the channels of distribution by aggressively selling and 

promoting the item to the resellers, or trade.

Push strategy (cont)

 Company sales representatives call on resellers to explain the 

product, discuss the firm’s plans for building demand among 

ultimate consumers, and describe special programs being 

offered to the trade, such as introductory discounts, 

promotional allowances, and cooperative ad programs. 

 The company may use trade advertising to interest 

wholesalers  and retailers and motivate them to purchase 

its products for resale to their customers.
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4, Detail of promotional decision

Push or Pull Strategy ? 

 Pull strategy :

 spending money on promotion efforts directed toward 

the ultimate consumer. 

 The goal of a pull strategy is to create demand among 

consumers and encourage them to request the product from 

the retailer.

 Tactical / detail of PROMOTIONAL PROGRAM : 

 Explain all what will you do on this program
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Marketing Mix 

Price Product Place Promotion 

(Marketing 
Communication 

tools/mix) 

Selling (personal selling),  advertising, 

sales promotion,  direct marketing,

Interactive marketing(e communiaction),   PR -
Publicity , 

Sponsorship, Event, Customer Services,

Exhibition/trade show, Corporate identity , 

Packaging, merchandising - Point of sales, 

Word of Mouth

People Process
physical 
evidence

Customer 
service

Zero Based Planning 

by Tom Duncan
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Zero Based Planning

1. SWOT analysis

2. Choose  Target  based on STP

3. Marketing Communication Objectives 

4. Develop strategies and rationales (detail of implementation planning) 
– choosing MC mixes 

5.Determine the Budget 

6.Determine the Timing / schedule

7. Test Market MC mixes 

8. Evaluation 

Swot analysis 

 Sumarize internal (strength and weakness) and external 

(opportunities and threats) brand – related conditions 
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Analyze target and relationship 

 Analyze the various customer and prospect segments and 

determine which should be targeted and to what extent 

 (Based on Segmenting, targeting and positioning) 

Determine Marcom Objectives

 Determine wahat marcomm program should accomplish 

 Ex : convince 50 ercent of the target auinece that brand x is 

the most durable 
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Develop strategies and rationales

 Determine which Marcom Functions should be used and to 

what extent 

 Choose brand messages and means of delivery 

 Support each strategy with rationales

Selling (personal selling),  advertising, 

sales promotion,  direct marketing,

Interactive marketing(e communiaction),   PR -
Publicity , 

Sponsorship, Event, Customer Services,

Exhibition/trade show, Corporate identity , 

Packaging, merchandising - Point of sales, 

Word of Mouth
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Determine the budget 

 Determine what overal MX budget Will be and then how 

monye will be divided among the selected MC functions

Determine the timing 

 Determine when each MC progrramm will begin and end
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Test Market MC mixes

 Conduct ongoing MC tests in and effort to find more 

effective ways to do IMC

Evaluate effectiveness

 Monitor and evaluate all the IMC efforts to determine 

effectiveness and accountability


